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Air Traffic Control at Major Hub Airports and Metroplexes 
 

Executive Summary. Since 2007, unforeseen circumstances have complicated a much-needed 
change in commercial airline operations. Congress must consider an better, more-affordable 
solution, planning a more useful National Airspace System (NAS) with more 
responsible air traffic management of future routes and schedules; instead of 
planning unreasonably complicated and expensive air traffic control for past 
routes. In sequence, 9/11 revealed many needed changes in airspace management and air 
operations planning. A massive new Federal agency and numerous directives to related Federal 
departments were established to counter terrorism: airlines, aircraft manufacturers and FAA were 

to develop more-secure flight operations; screen maintenance, 
aircrew and other personnel, and train them to use new high-tech 
developments; and revise airspace and air traffic control (ATC) 
procedures using new and better systems. The paramount 
consideration in 2000 was security, but the changes were 
complicated, costly and too slowly deployed. Piece by piece, with 
political and business interventions, they were delayed. 
 
Sooner than expected, air travel recovered and peaked in 2005. 
Airlines, airports and FAA were confronted with over-lapping 
challenges, including more operations in the face of existing 
congestion and the changing procedures. Airlines didn’t keep up. 
 
Then, during the recession, unwise financial decisions were 
made that resulted in fatal accidents. Airline businesses 
failed, merged, and consolidated hubs. Next Gen, already stalled by 
development issues including great complexity interfacing Next Gen 
en route to the many different and often unique airport environs. 
 
A simple and effective fix was possible, but the government 
did not act decisively or quickly enough; Next Gen was bent 
to reduce airline stress and investment in 2012, leaving no 
comprehensive nationwide plan. 

•  FAA must limit airport and metroplex congestion by 
stricter scheduling and daily attention to what systems are 
deployed to airports and what aircraft are equipped to use 
them properly. 

•  Airlines must either use compatible, real-time GPS 
position-reporting to the FAA network or fly under radar 
coverage as before.  

•  A per-hour flight cap would make air travel more 
affordable and safer, and reduce pollution and attendant 
health risks as a bonus. 
 

 
Congress: make it happen! 
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Prologue. It was apparent after 9/11 that the terrorists had knowledge of gaps in the FAA’s en 
route surveillance systems, including radar coverages, communications with aircraft in flight and 
airline operations centers. The terrorists were able to fly under or around the National Airspace 
System (NAS) surveillance and disable the radar transponders (leading to unidentified “skin 
tracks” and intermittent or lost tracking). 
 1. FAA en route radar surveillance centers tracking commercial flights at cruise altitudes 
Used transponders to extended the range and precision of the radars and attached identification 
tags to each return. Each Center, using mostly third-generation or newer phase-array radars and 
embedded digital transponders, covered about 375 square miles. (Vast parts of the USA still 
lack NAS surveillance coverage or support scheduled commercial flight air traffic control. )  
 2. Computers use the returned data streams to populate artificial radar displays with 
“tracks.” Tracks are recent histories of aircraft positions, extended by computer algorithms, 
displayed as changing arrow-lines with text labels showing near-real-time ground speed, heading 
and distance from (initially) the nearest radar center. 
 3. The data from the en route centers is translated by coordinate calculations to a 
specified point (on the ground or in the air) as the center of the displayed tracks and scaled to the 
needs of controllers; the Next Gen plan for aircrew to view a display of nearby tracks has not 
been deployed.  
 4. Where more precise tracks are needed, at airports mostly, many different radars and 
track-update computers are used. FAA had placed Terminal Radar Approach CONtrol 
(TRACON) centers to track aircraft converging into small, busy areas, major hubs and 
“Metroplexes.” Computer-predicted track intersections alarm accordingly, but usually the 
controllers or pilots still make visual adjustments. 
 5. FAA contacts with operational DOD elements were limited in 2000; this has been 
improved but not by deploying the planned Next Gen communications of artificial radar tracks 
derived from airborne GPS navigation systems.  
 
The Federal Aviation Agency (FAA). All commercial and private flight operations in the United 
States are the responsibility of the FAA. The FAA controls flight operations. Airlines and airport 
operations are regulated in detail relative to air traffic control (ATC) for safety purposes. In 
2002, air traffic control systems at airports were sized and staffed always assuming near-average 
arrivals and departures hourly. Planned daily use was supposed to be fairly evenly distributed in 
daylight and proportional to planned annual capacity as stated in airport agreements (Records of 
Decision). 
 
FAA, in cooperation with military air operations, now directs flights from airport to airport, 
including radar surveillance of the US airspace most used for commercial flights. At airports, 
FAA regulates or directs use of runways, taxiways, navigation aids, airport instrumentation, 
communications, radars and flight-related equipment, facilities, and systems. 
 
ATC procedures use runway and other airport features and airline schedules. FAA specifies use 
of airports by documenting the maximum number of flight operations per hour separately under 
various airport and FAA facilities employed and wind and weather conditions. Air traffic control 
system sensors and data presentation consoles have been “computerized” since the 1970’s, but 
air traffic controllers and pilots remain jointly responsible for safe operations.  
 
FAA computers use time and position information and radar transponders and other sensors to 
plot “tracks,” compare the tracks to flight plans, and predict future positions (extended tracks). 
The computers display the tracks on consoles (artificial radar displays). 
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After 9/11. President George W. Bush’s administration and FAA were dealing with airports 
and airlines to add routes along the congested east coast. The government was establishing the 
Homeland Security Department, international treaties and agreements affecting military 
operation and air transportation security.  
 
Next Gen. In 2007, with changes in progress to prevent “another 9/11” all over the 
government, FAA Administrator Marion Blakey introduced the planned Next Generation Air 
Traffic Control System. The concept initially was for en route operations, adding digital 
communications and real-time computer networking. Work began on the “Next Gen” project, 
and additional funding was appropriated to DOD, DOT/FAA, NASA and specialized research 
and development projects for related technology transfers and aircraft avionics enhancements.  
 
Although the air traffic control system sensors and data presentation consoles have been 
“computerized” since the 1970’s, air traffic controllers and pilots remain jointly responsible for 
safe operations. FAA computers use time and position information from radar transponders 
and other sensors to plot “tracks,” compare the tracks to flight plans, and predict future 
positions (extended tracks). The computers display the tracks on consoles (artificial radar 
displays). The purpose of digital tracks was to allow real-time data manipula-
tion, communications, and recording in computer networks (and eventually in 
aircraft avionics systems). 
 
Spreading flight routes out— high over more US land —at cruise altitude can shorten city-
hub-city trips, saving fuel and reducing emissions per flight. Next Gen design 
specified adding self-reported position updates to en route surveillance using satellite data 
communications rather than the in-place radar-computer network. Airlines were already using 
inertial and Global-Positioning Satellite (GPS) navigation systems for over the oceans and 
artic. A planned route entered in ATC computers pre-flight could be filed.  
 
Sending in-flight GPS position messages that mimicked radar-transponder updates, less error 
and more assurance, allowed the surveillance to be updated and shared; ATC centers started 
radar tracking at the edge of radar range. There was a large margin for error because when 
radar tracking commenced the airspace track displays could be adjusted if needed.  
 
Effects of the Recession and Pandemic on Next Gen ATC. As of February 2022, very few of 
these Next Gen advancements have been deployed; some are not yet specified or designed. The 
Performance-Based-Navigation (PBN) standards are applied to navigation information in the 
cockpits, but generally network connections to the NAS surveillance and control function are 
not used. The reasons for this delay is the airlines’ revenue declines in 2000-02, 2008-09, and 
2020-date. The airlines lobbied for subsidies, arguing that the technology-ungraded avionics 
required should be Government-Furnished Equipment (GFE).  
 
We don’t know exactly when Next Gen en route became part of a bigger picture. But by 2008, 
the needs had shifted. Airline retrenchments led to safety issues. One was rapid introduction of 
more aerodynamically agile regional jets, further complicating airport management of arrivals 
and runways; ill-prepared contract operators were hired to save costs, but fatal accidents, most 
notably the Calgon crash near Buffalo NY, forced he airlines to take-over and lease numerous 
regional jets or operate single-aisle aircraft with unprofitable load factors. 
 
More aircraft types added more GPS-receiver types to be used with Automatic Dependent 
Surveillance (ADS) transponders. GPS equipment sometimes had to be upgraded and new 
transponders had to be purchased for off-radar routes. The financially-troubled airlines balked. 
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The en route radars cover aircraft at higher altitudes where airspace is segmented in 1,000 foot 
layers (each reserved for travel generally in a cardinal direction at cruise speeds) and 50 mile-
long segments (aircraft in flight at cruising altitudes are kept 25 miles or more apart).  
 
The safety principle is being able to project ”losses of separation” or track crossings and 
runway incursions in time to direct coordinated changes and avoid emergencies. The 
TRACONs accept control of aircraft approaching (major) airports and their angle of descent. As 
aircraft approach airports the separation distance is reduced to 5 miles horizontally along the 
glide slope (angle of descent). The Air Traffic Control Towers accept control of approaching 
aircraft at a “window” aligned with a runway and direction for landing a few minutes later. 
 
The airport system also guides aircraft to a departure runway and directs the aircraft into the en 
route system. From the Tower, controllers can see many aircraft and direct their movements as 
in the past, but their console displays are primarily used for runway management, always in 
instrument flight rule conditions and very often in visual flight rule conditions.  
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About the Special Metro Airports Analysis Center 
 

In September 2010, an Air Traffic Control Tower (ATCT) error at Minneapolis-
St. Paul International Airport (MSP) caused a near-midair-collision. The FAA 
Tower immediately modified runway use and air traffic control procedures. At the 
time, MSP ATCT management was planning changes to cope with forecasts of more 
daily flight operations and a larger Delta Airlines fleet-bank for connections two 
times daily, often straining safe maximums and causing objectionable delays. 

 
At peak hours, MSP uses three runways, if winds allow, but in NW flow more 

arrivals per hour than departures, vice-versa in SE flow; this asymmetry, due to 
converging runway headings, posed a safe hourly use (capacity) problem.  

 
The larger banks forecasts and the converging runways issues were replicated at 

many other U.S. airports. As at MSP, the FAA’s “practical” solution of delaying 
arrivals and expediting departures involved more, lower flights in or near airport 
airspace, which was unwelcome in the surrounding communities.  

 
A coalition of engineers, environmentalists, neighborhoods and not-for-profit 

citizen watch-dog groups (the Center) reviewed the situation. And published this 
White Paper. The Next Gen deployments planned were either too late or 
inadequate; runway re-configuration, too costly; and new routes, limited by courts 
or legal settlements established plans.  Perhaps a more carefully-crafted system 
plan can guide the re-establishment of air transportation service as the pandemic is 
controlled and a new economic reality emerges dealing with global warming, 
overpopulation, poverty and disease.  

 
 


